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This new semiautomatic case-packer machine replaces the previous
series NB/300. The main operating elements have been kept, but the
production speed and the working range have been increased. The
machine have been designed in order to semiautomatically case-pack
cartons and other solid and semisolid objects having a parallelepipedal
shape. An inlet conveyor belt takes the cartons coming from our
cartoning machine or from another machine, and sends them to the
layering device. The cartons are grouped in the desidered composition
before being translated into the insertion tunnel and afterwards into the
case which has been previously set up. An operator forms the case,
folding the rear flaps and inserting it around the tunnel end. The filled
case automatically descends until it is placed on the outlet conveyor
belt. The case, still opened, is sent to an outlet roller conveyor or to an
automatic taping machine in order to be sealed. Furthermore, models for
the case-packing of bags equipped with a descending layering unit, of
tins with side aligner and quicker units with multiple grouping units are
available. As far as the production of higher quantities is concerned, fully
automatic case-packer machines for american and display cartons
having a production speed up to 30 cases/1' are manufactured.

BEHAVIOUR



VARIANTS AND OPTIONAL

- 

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL NB/C7 NB/C7-F
Case Dimension - Height 150 min/400 max 150 min/350 max
Case Dimension - Thickness 150 min/350 max 150 min/400 max
Case Dimension - Width 200 min/550 max 200 min/600 max
Free air consumption 300 NL/1' max 400 NL/1' max
Input power Kw 0.8 Kw 6,0
Max carton input 150 /1' 200 /1'
Max case production 8 /1' 7 /1'
Operating pressure Bar 6 Bar 6
Weight 900 kg 1.220 kg
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Our specialists bring their expertise at your disposal to find the solution best suited to your case.
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